The volume emissivity has been calculated for thirty-six type III solar radio bursts obtained from approximately 6.5 years of Imp 8 and ISEE 1 satellite data. Although the emissivities for these events vary over a large range, all the emissivities decrease rapidly with increasing heliocentric radial distance. The best fit power law for the emissivity, using the average power law index for all events analyzed, is J = Jo R-6-ø, with Jo = 1.5 x 10 -24 W m -3 sr -•. This best fit emissivity is used to estimate the expected radial
INTRODUCTION
Type III solar radio bursts are characterized by an emission frequency which decreases with increasing time. These bursts are produced by solar flare electrons traveling away from the sun along the interplanetary magnetic field lines. The decreasing emission frequency with increasing time is attributed to the decreasing electron plasma frequency encountered by the exciter electrons as they move outward away from the sun [Wild, 1950; Lin, 1970 The volume emissivity, which is the power emitted per unit volume per unit solid angle, is a fundamental quantity which characterizes all radio emission processes, including type III radio bursts. Because of the recent observations of electron plasma oscillations in association with type III bursts it is now possible to conduct quantitative evaluations of various mechanisms for generating the radio emission. Since little is known concerning the emissivity of type III bursts, particularly in the low-frequency range where direct comparisons with plasma oscillations are possible, it is the purpose of this paper to investigate the emissivity of some representative type III radio bursts. Particular attention will be given to the variation of the emissivity with heliocentric radial distance, since this variation can be directly compared with various generation mechanisms.
The type III events analyzed in this study were obtained from the earth-orbiting Imp 8 and ISEE 1 satellites. The plasma wave instrumentation onboard Imp 8 and ISEE 1 are described by Gurnett [1974] and Gurnett et al. [1978c] , respectively.
METHOD OF CALCULATING THE EMISSIVITY
The emissivity is calculated by using the sun-centered coordinate system shown in Figure 1 
Since the emissivity is determined by using average values for the solar wind parameters and since significant deviations from the average parameters may occur in specific cases, the approach taken is to analyze a large number of events and compute an average best fit emissivity, thereby hopefully averaging out the variations which may be present in individual cases. Although the absolute emissivity is probably uncertain by about a factor of 2, mainly due to the difficulty in estimating the angular size of the source, the radial dependence of the emissivity is much more accurately determined, since most of the parameters assumed are nearly independent of radial distance.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Approximately 5 years of Imp 8 data and 1.5 years of ISEE 1 data were surveyed for type III bursts suitable for analyzing the emissivity. While type III bursts were frequently observed, two main factors limited the number of events used in this study: (1) clear burst maximums needed to be observed in at least three channels in order to give a reasonably accurate indication of the radial variation of the emissivity; and (2) for each event an associated solar flare had to be found in order to determine the trajectory of the source. Of a total of 117 events which showed clear burst maxima, 54 had associated solar flares. Of these, 13 events were common to both satellites. Restricting the study to heliocentric distances less than 1.0 AU eliminated 3 events, while 2 events were eliminated as being inconsistent. Consequently, 36 events were suitable for analysis. For each event the emissivity J was calculated as a function of the heliocentric radial distance R and fit to a power law of the form J --JoR". In most cases a power law provided a good least squares fit to the radial dependence, although in a few cases a substantial deviation from a power law was observed. In all cases the power law index a was negative, indicating a decreasing emissivity with increasing radial distance from the sun. Consult Table 1 [1978a] are based on so few points it is probably not possible to make a meaningful quantitative comparison until more plasma oscillation events are analyzed. Such a study is currently under way. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the R -"5 variation implied by the above considerations agrees 
